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• Variability in reported prevalence of dual diagnosis
• Small sample sizes
• Little information about appropriate audiologic intervention 

practices
• Little research as been conducted on the efficacy of using the ADOS-

2 to diagnose autism in children who are D/HH
• The majority of studies discussed children who had a diagnosis of 

hearing loss before receiving a diagnosis of ASD

• Highlights the importance of multidisciplinary evaluations
• Be aware of useful resources for families
• Consider how testing can be modified to ensure reliable 

results while taking into consideration the comfort and 
need of the child

• Important to be aware of the possibility of dual diagnosis
• It is important to ensure the hearing status of a child with 

language delays prior to other evaluations
• Collaborating between providers and families to ensure 

treatment plans are feasible and meeting their needs
• Consider what tools are appropriate for diagnosis 

Hearing loss and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have the potential to
impact speech and language development. Presentation of hearing loss and
autism spectrum disorder tends to vary greatly from child to child. Some
studies indicate that hearing loss is up to three times more common in
children with autism when compared to the general population.
Additionally, there is a higher prevalence of autism among children who are
deaf/hard of hearing (D/HH). In children with co-occurring autism and
hearing loss, it may be difficult to identify both conditions as some features
can overlap. This can lead to a missed diagnosis and subsequently, delays in
proper intervention. Misdiagnosis can occur in children who show
characteristics of hearing loss and/or autism if both conditions are not
assessed. The rate of co-occurrence can be difficult to determine for a
number of factors.

It is imperative to determine if features such as language delays,
developmental delays, sensory sensitivities, and behavioral concerns are
related to hearing loss, autism or both. Early identification and proper
diagnosis increases the chance for a child to develop language and
communication skills. An interdisciplinary approach is key to diagnosing
hearing loss and autism spectrum disorder and ensuring that the child is
receiving intervention services that support their needs. The goals of this
literature review are to investigate the prevalence of children with co-
occurring hearing loss and autism spectrum disorder and identify factors
that delay dual diagnosis, contribute to misdiagnoses, and prevent a child
from receiving early intervention services.

• Databases
• Gallaudet University Library

• Search Terms
• Hearing loss, autism spectrum disorder, early 

identification, co-occurrence, dual diagnosis, 
developmental delays

• 7 articles were included in the review 

Abstract

"Optimal treatments for children with this dual
diagnosis are not simply the union of standard
practices in supports offered by either condition.
Rather, the diagnoses demand that treatment
approaches be tailored and, perhaps, call for the
development of unique treatment protocols”

• Discuss the prevalence of co-occurring hearing loss and 
autism spectrum disorder

• Highlight the importance of completing audiologic evaluations 
in children who are diagnosed with or show signs of autism 
spectrum disorder

• Discuss barriers to services and effects of late identification
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